EPA Reverses Course, Will Enforce Stricter Pollution Limits for Glider Trucks
by Juliet Eiperin and Brady Dennis
July 26, 2018 – The Environmental Protection Agency reversed course late Thursday.  It announced it would enforce stricter pollution controls on diesel freight trucks known as “gliders.”  These use older engines that emit dozens of times more soot and contaminants than newer ones.
In a 3-page memo to his deputies, acting administrator Andrew Wheeler said he would withdraw the “no action assurance” the agency had given the manufacturers of glider trucks on the last day that his predecessor, Scott Pruitt, headed the EPA.  That letter assured firms that they would not have to limit their annual production to 300 vehicles through the end of 2019.
The EPA initially proposed a rule last November to repeal tighter emissions standards for glider trucks.  That had been set to take effect in January.  An Obama-era regulation aimed at controlling soot and other pollutants, as well as greenhouse gas emissions linked to climate change.  It had the support not only of public-health advocates, but also some major trucking groups and engine manufacturers.
However, it faced fervent opposition from a handful of companies that manufacture truck components called gliders and trailers.  A glider, or body, is the front of a truck, including the cab, which fits over a repurposed engine.  Trailers are the storage components that make up most of the length of a truck.
Leading the charge against the new regulation was Fitzgerald Truck Sales, the Tennessee-based manufacturer that stood to benefit most from the rule’s repeal.  Fitzgerald, whose executives met with Pruitt last May, argued that the rule would disproportionately affect an industry that in 2015 produced about 10,000 gliders a year.
Environmental groups challenged the EPA’s “no action assurance” letter on July 17 in the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit.  They asked for an administrative stay as the court considered their emergency motion.  A day later, the court granted the stay.
In his memo, Wheeler noted that the agency suspends enforcement only in rare circumstances.  He stated that, after consulting with EPA lawyers and policy experts, “I have concluded that the application of the current regulations to the glider industry does not represent the kind of extremely unusual circumstances that support the EPA’s use of enforcement discretion.”
Wheeler and some of his top deputies have raised similar concerns privately about an impending proposal to relax fuel-efficiency requirements on cars and light trucks, according to 3 current and former agency officials.  Wheeler has suggested that the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration’s legal and technical arguments for imposing a 6-year freeze in federal mileage standards, which could come out as soon as Monday, might not be able to sustain a court challenge.
Legal experts said that the risk of losing in court played a key role in Wheeler’s decision to revoke the letter on glider trucks.
“This had all the hallmarks of a major loss,” Justin A. Savage, a partner at Sidley Austin specializing in environmental law, said in an interview Thursday.  “This was so broadly cast, this would have potentially circumscribed the agency’s ability to issues these kinds of letters in the future.”
Democrats have pressed Wheeler to preserve the 2016 emissions standards since he took over the agency earlier this month.  Sen. Thomas R. Carper (Del.), the top Democrat on the Senate Environment and Public Works Committee, asked Wheeler in a July 6 letter to “abandon legally-questionable policies and proposals”, such as the one on gliders.
Carper, who also brought up the issue in a recent conversation with Wheeler, said in a statement Thursday that he was “glad to see EPA will reverse one of the most egregious — and likely illegal — environmental proposals of [Pruitt’s] tenure.”
“His senseless proposal ignored the science put out by his own EPA and created a Clean Air Act loophole for an industry friend, all while putting the health of Americans and our environment at risk,” Carper added.
Fred Krupp, president of the Environmental Defense Fund, an advocacy group, called Wheeler’s decision “a huge win for all Americans who care about clean air and human health.”  “EPA’s effort to create a loophole allowing more of them onto our roads was irresponsible and dangerous,” Krupp said in a statement late Thursday.  “We hope their decision tonight to withdraw that loophole puts a firm and final end to this serious threat to our families’ health.”
In proposing to repeal the regulation, Pruitt and his deputies had relied in part on findings out of Tennessee Tech University that concluded gliders “performed equally as well and in some instances out-performed” vehicles with newer engines.  The school said one of its engineering professors had gone with graduate students “to a Fitzgerald facility to conduct independent research” on the EPA rule.
Despite the fact that the EPA’s own modeling found that gliders emit anywhere from 20 to 40 times as much nitrogen oxide and soot as trucks with new engines, the EPA quickly decided Fitzgerald’s arguments questioning the rule had merit.  The president of Tennessee Tech later disavowed the study, saying that experts now question “the methodology and accuracy” of the industry-funded test.
Fitzgerald did not reply to requests for comment.
Although Wheeler has reversed the move to suspend enforcement of stricter emissions limits through 2019, it remains unclear whether the agency will abandon its effort to repeal the Obama-era standards altogether.
Carper noted that proposed rule is still “on the table.  I’ll keep pushing to see that this misguided proposal is one that never gets finalized.”
A senior administration official, who spoke on the condition of anonymity to discuss internal deliberations, said that EPA planned to move ahead with the effort but might modify its proposal.
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